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Introduction 

There are a number of different ways to view gross profit within the CylTech II software package. This FAQ will cover a 

few basic options for you to use when you want to look at gross profit for your company. We will start at a high level 

and then show you how to drill down to very specific details. 

The Executive Inquiry 

The Executive Inquiry gives you a snapshot of the health of your 

business each time you run it. One section of the Executive Inquiry 

deals specifically with sales and profitability. In this example, you can 

see sales and gross margins expressed as a percentage for the month 

and the year. If you want a quick snapshot of your overall gross profit 

margins, this is a great place to start. 

 

The Daily Sales Inquiry 

The Daily Sales Inquiry gives you the capability to 

drill further down into your gross profit analysis.  

The Daily Sales Inquiry gives you the capability to 

look at sales and gross profit for virtually any time 

period. By varying the time period selection you 

can compare sales and gross profit for one time 

period against another.  For example, you might 

compare the sales and gross profit for the last six 

months against the same time period last year to see if sales and gross profit are up, flat or down.  You can do this by 

simply changing the dates of the time period you want to view and compare.  The inquiry shows you the sales and 

profitability for individual days and for the time period selected. By clicking on a specific day, you can drill down 

further and see profitability on specific invoices. 

 

Customer Inquiry 

In this example from the Customer Inquiry, you 

can see more than just Gross Profit.  This screen 

factors in the number of deliveries, the number 

of invoices and the average balance of the 

customer to come up with a more realistic gross 

profit. In this example, we can see that by the 

time we add in delivery expense, invoice 

expense, etc. our gross profit drops.  A customer 
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that buys $10,000 on one invoice and picks up the merchandise is much more profitable than a customer who buys 

the same amount on 20 invoices and wants it delivered. This query helps you see the differences. 

 

Order Entry 

Another example comes from the Order Entry system.  

Order Entry checks every line item for the desired 

profit margin. If you are below the margin, the 

operator gets a warning. The screen here shows how 

you can view the profitability on a ticket before you 

close it out. This is an excellent feature to use when 

preparing quotes.  The visibility of gross profit on this 

screen is controlled by security levels. This allows you 

to control who sees and who does not see this screen. 

The order entry programs also show you what the customer paid for 

the item the last time they purchased the item and how much profit 

you made.  This helps when the customer says “I did not pay that 

much last time.”   You not only know what they paid, but you can 

also see how much profit you made. With this type of feature your pricing 

discussions with a customer are educated and not guess work.  

 

The Investigator 

The Investigator is designed to give you the ability to analyze profit in a 

number of different ways. The option list shown here gives you the ability 

to analyze gross profit by any of the options shown. 

One very powerful, quick and easy way to analyze gross profit with this tool 

is to use the GP Margin % option.  You enter the minimum acceptable gross 

profit expressed as a percentage, a time period and the query will show you 

any item you sold during that period that fell below the minimum 

threshold. Using The Investigator this way helps you spot products that may 

not be priced properly. 

You can also use this product as a commission report by running the query 

by salesman and seeing totals sales and profitability.  It is also a quick easy 

way to see the average gross profit margin for each salesman. 
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The Investigator helps you identify profitability by: 

 Customer 

 Invoice 

 Store/Branch 

 Salesman 

 Vendor 

 Class/Category 

 Part Number 

One you view the data you selected, you can print the data out or export it to a tab delimited file. 

There are additional reports available for looking at gross profit in different ways.  You can also use the ODBC tool to 

extract data into an Excel spreadsheet for further analysis. 

 

Gross Profit by Category of Product 

In the Order Entry section above we explained how the 

program will alert you if you sell an item outside of your 

desired profit range.  This can be accomplished by using the 

Class/Category file maintenance program shown here.  In this 

example, if you sell an item below 20% you will get a warning in 

the Order Entry programs and you will also get a warning on 

the daily invoice register. If someone misses the warning or 

ignores it at Point of Sale, your register will alert you. Selling an 

item below the minimum profit % may be an indication of 

discounting too heavily.  Selling an item with too much profit 

may indicate you have a costing problem with the item sold. 

 

Use Special Pricing to Help Protect Margins 

It is common for distributors to quote customers special prices. When you do, you should always try to use the special 

pricing programs to make sure you charge the correct price each time instead of guessing or winging it. 

The Special Pricing Inquiry shows you the gross margin percentage you are making on the items you have quoted a 

customer. This is especially helpful if your costs have risen but you have a locked in or quoted price.  
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One way to avoid having your margins squeezed by rising costs is 

to quote your customers pricing based on a discounted 

percentage off of retail. That way if your costs go up so does your 

retail but your customer is still getting the same discount. 

For more specific information on how to use some of these 

features to help control your gross margins, contact your software 

support representative. 

 

 

 

Have questions? Feel free to send us an email, we welcome the 

questions! 
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